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Abstract
In this paper, we show that production activity in an area that is influenced by the
working localization and the space overflow effects.
Regional economic growth is related to effects which improve the effectiveness of the work
factor. In this paper, space regional effects drive or overflow influence the activity of
production through the acquisition of new knowledge while benefiting from space effects.
We break up the total factor productivity (TFP) into space factors and we arisen a functional
relation which connect the productivity per work and per area growth rate according to a set
of space variables.
By using European regional data according to NUTS2 nomenclature, we estimate a
simultaneous equations model which shows that the regional development projects and the
Community policies cannot achieve the goals of corrections of the latecomer's areas which the
transfers aim in first places the development of interdependences relations between
production forces.
Achievement of the European structural funds objectives is related to the capacity as of these
objectives to improve the labor productivities through integrations of space dimension in
construction of the therapeutic policies.
Introduction
The new analyses in economic sciences give a strong attention to the internal and
external returns to scales of an industry. These economic theories suppose the existence of a
competing sector which produces a homogeneous good, another sector in monopolistic
competition which produces differentiated good with increasing return of scale and another
sector in imperfect competition profiting from external effects. These assumptions are at the
base of the "New Theories of the International Trade" analysis (NTIT). By adding the
assumption of freedom movement of the factors of production and spatial analysis into the
economic analysis, we can speak then about the New Geographical Economy (NEG).
In this paper, we propose to model the regional interaction by introducing the space variable
as factor which directs the effective choices of the economic policy. For that, we propose, in
a first section to introduce the geographical character of the labor productivity. We break up,
in a second section, the labor productivity spatialized as being the rise of the coordination
mode. Empirical approach of space dynamics will be the subject of the last section.
I. Geographical characteristics of economic growth and amelioration of TFP
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To seize the geographical character which improves the TFP, consist in breaking up the
growth of technical progress by a space elements in interactions. The TFP integrates
geographical elements such as the competitiveness indicator of an area.
By analyze the determinants of the total the factors productivity; we try to show how the
TFP is explained in its majority by the improvement of the labor productivity. New
approaches (Krugman 1991) consider that an industrial sector is competitive if it is able to
gain successes in the international trade due to its productivity and maintaining high
remunerations of labor. This definition is justified in more in the presence of an economy
whose its effect on price is limited. It is the case of the small open countries where the
measurement of the labor productivity seems being determining of primary importance of the
competitiveness of the nations and sectors.
The productivity is not however the only one determinant of the competitive position of
an economy. Small open economies can have certain ability in fixing their prices compared
to the world market and thus reflect a possible rise of their production costs. In addition,
exchange rate, wages, taxation also comes to form the price component of competitiveness.
After having to point out the interest of TFP in the growth of income of an area, we
present some determinants of space natures which take as a starting point the current analyses
of technical progress (Romer 1986, and Helpman 1981). It is shown thereafter that the
growth of the TFP is largely attached to the improvement of the labor productivity. The latter
is in its turn influenced by space sizes which we will expose in an explicit way in the
following sections. Moreover, we analyze the variation of the growth rates of TFP and the
labor productivity by taking the example of a small country like that of Luxembourg. We
show the space character of the labor productivity via decomposition of the TFP.

1. Decomposition of the total factor's productivity (TFP)
The apparent average productivities of each factor, respectively Q/L and Q/K are
partial because they evaluate in an isolated way the contributions from each one of these two
factors contribute to production. However, interdependence of these factors in the growth
process encourages measuring a total factors productivity. This implies to bring back the
output (production or added value) to an aggregative index (combination) of volume of the
factors.
Economic growth is explained partly by the growth of TFP. The latter can be broken up into
an element which improves the labor productivity and another which depends on the growth
of the capital by workman.
We show that the growth rate of technical progress or the TFP is explained, largely by the
growth of the labor productivity.
Calculation method of TFP supposes a constant return to scale. Let us consider the following
production function:
Q(t) = A(t)F[K(t), L(t)]

(I,1,1)

Q(t), the added value in volume A(t) a parameter of displacement of the production function
and F [... ] a total indicator of inputs.
The total factors productivity F (which coincides with A(t)) is equal to the relationship
between the volume of the output Q and the volume of the factors F:
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We can express the growth rate of income into the some of three growth rates:
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By symbolizing the growth rate of the TFP by  , the growth rate of labor productivity by p
and the average productivity of work by P, we can write:
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To calculate the total factors productivity (total), it is supposed that the production
factors are remunerated by their marginal productivity. This condition is checked for
companies "price-takers" on the factors markets organized by the pure and perfect
competition. Consequently, and (1-  ) are respectively the contribution of labor and capital
in the added value.
Growth rate of the A(t) seems as an indicator of the profits TFP. It is a long period growth
which is not allotted to the accumulation of the production factors (K and L), but rather with
the improvement of the factors productivities, in particular work. These profits as regards as
a growth rate of the total added value dissociated from the two factors of production are at the
origin of the increase in the product for a given volume of factor of production. It is often of
use to allot them to "technical progress ". Actually, they represent a fascinating residue of
account all the elements not strictly quantitative contributing to the increase in the labor
productivity.
In this direction, technical progress does not result only from the improvement of the labor
quality or the stock of capital (related to its renovation) but also of progress in the
organization and the business management, as well as any forms of externalities related for
example in the contiguity, concentration of the specialized labor or to the diffusion of
information.
2. Spatial source of TFP: the spatial character of the labor productivity.
A significant teaching of the economic growth model according to Solow (1956) analyses
shows that the long run growth of per capita income due only to the quantitative accumulation
of production factors under the influence of the decreasing returns to scale. Consequently,
TFP evolution is only able to underlie a durable and long run growth path. In traditional
models of the exogenous growth, calculation of the TFP evolution makes it possible to obtain
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a technical progress indicator. However, this decomposition does not specify the origin of the
technical progress which is thus supposed to be exogenous (basket of the sky).
During last years, this analysis was criticized by a certain number of economists (Romer
(1986)). The latter developed endogenous growth models. Central idea of this new theory is
that the growth does not result solely from one exogenous factor but also from cumulative
increase in an endogenous factor which represents the stock of knowledge generated by
investment (model of Romer) and human capital (model of Lucas).
The idea that part of technical progress as a source of developments from knowledge
is not new (Ibn Khaldoun). Development of knowledge can be seen like the acquisition of an
exchangeable good of formation within the sector of R&D or in the form of technological
Spillovers according to space modes of coordination trajectory. According to Arrow (1962),
the volume of knowledge is positively related to the stock of capital, since the new equipment
partly incorporates the results of the last technological innovations. Companies accumulate
consequently knowledge while investing, by developing major studies relating to the changes
of the markets structures and the volatile vicinity consumer’s preferences. New investments
and new acquisitions of machines require improvement of the labor productivity, by bias new
acquired technologies and which use the labor having a productivity definitely attached to the
agglomeration effects and the characteristics of labor markets in the close areas (Fingleton
2001). This effect of training is sometimes described like a process of «learning by doing» or
" learning by investing» which constitutes a technological externality for the whole of the
economy. Technical progress becomes thus endogenous with the whole economy and
develops the accumulation of capital. In this order of idea, a significant share of the residue
of Solow would be then ascribable to the investment rather than with a technical progress
which remains unexplained.
We tire to show that the TFP (a measurement of technical progress or growth
explained by endogenous factors) is allotted to the profits of labor productivity in spite of an
improvement of the growth due to the new investments in the presence of productions
functions under increasing returns. If the productivities of the primary education factors of
production are cancelled in the long run, labor productivity improves by localization effects.
The labor productivity (will be the subject of the following development) is apprehended as
being a space variable related on the site and the density of the labor, compared to the space
entity. Labor localization is measured by the distance between an area and the central is
generally considered as being a leader area. The central area is not defined according to the
labor productivity but about various spatialized approaches of the endogenous growth.
Distance from central area that we propose is important according to labor productivity
growth. It explains in a large way the TFP growth. Luxembourg is a small country
characterized by the importance of its labor density. To endogenous or to spatialize the
income growth rate means to find the explanations of the growth of the TFP. In the case of
Luxembourg, this task means that it is necessary to seize the variables which explain the
trajectory of the labor productivity growth of this country considered very dense as regards to
labor distribution. We regard thereafter the area (country) of Luxembourg as being a central
area or leader.
Certain A-space analyses classify the areas according to the income per capita. This
conceptual nature articulation treats initially, in a comparative economic analysis, the
potential of space-time convergence or interregional divergence. This convergence supposes
the realization of a stationary state where each economy (area) converges towards a point says
"Steady state ".
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The approach of classification per area approached in this thesis does not coincide with the
approaches of regional convergence. Insofar as the income per capita is not the criterion of
regionalization. Indeed, the areas are indexed according to its regional memberships of the
countries of origin. The regional classification is exogenous. In only one class of areas, the
approaches of the endogenous growth remain the sources of the growth and the qualitative
changes of the force of work including its trajectories of immigration will intra regional are
the variables of the corrections. The endogenous growth regionalized in addition to the
qualitative characteristics of the areas integrates the geographical characteristics in order to
arise the sources of the growth and the explanations of the per capita regional income
inequalities. The endogenous character of the regional growth is thus enriched by the theories
by the new geographical economy.
Certain economic analyses of the new economy geographical break up space entireties
into several areas of which some between them are regarded as central areas and others are
qualified like peripherals. Intra-regional flows of immigration depend on the intensity of the
forces of agglomerations and coordination as well as behavior of the factors of production
being given their technological delays compared to a standard localization. The theories of
the new geographical economy make a theoretical extension of the models of the new theory
of the international trade. Indeed, they suppose all the existence of two sectors one in
imperfect competition which produces the differentiated well intensive one in know-how and
in definitely mobile labor qualified between the areas the other sector in perfect competition
which produces a homogeneous good of which the factor work (disqualified in particular)
employed and motionless. The analyses of the new geographical economy introduce the
space factor which exerts an evection effect on the movement of the factor work. These
analyses are based on reasons of a space nature in the explanation of the intensive activities in
labor qualified localized in outlying areas. These studies of the NGE suppose that the human
capital and initial stocks of knowledge of the workers are the same one in all the areas. In
particular, Pierre Mr. Picard and Jacques François Thisse (2004) showed that space is
determining exchanges and interactions between areas. They showed initially that: The space
of the identical economies react differently to commercial liberalization when their structures
of property are differ, in the second place, for the same commercial level of integration, the
changes of structure of property can affect the spatial distribution of the companies. This
indicates a news and non-commonplace interaction between some non-regional policies,
privatization and regional imbalances.

If we introduce differences on the level of the human capital, the analysis of the NGE
finds other dimensions and contributes to studies the endogenous growth models (dependent
on know-how) characterized by increasing outputs of scale and a perfect mobility of the force
of work between the various areas and sectors.
3. Specialization of the technical progress and spatial effect on the labor
productivity (the static technical progress)
In following analysis, added value or the production of an area or a country is calculated
according to production function of type CES where the economic activity is determined per
unit of surface.
Each unit of surface is an area which has particular geographical characteristics. These
geographical, demographic or cultural characteristics influence the human behavior
responsible for the operation of production or consumption as well as the movements of the
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force of work. Each unit of surface or area lodges a labor having specific qualifications which
depends on the human capital localization, specific cultures and clean lawful framework. The
theoretical approach of the modeling the geography of production takes as a starting point
from the theoretical abstraction of Ciccone (1996).
The economic density of any macroeconomic variable is an essential concept in the
Ciccone's approach. In particular, the author supposes that the density of work in an area i
(mail i) is a space variable which affects income growth rate of a particular area one country,
via the information exchange in the form of a commercial trade.
Per unit of surface labor productivity (by mail i) finds other dimensions in areas where the
working density is high (all depends on the elasticity of the value added compared to the
density). The transmission channels of working repair in a system r influence the labor
productivity of an area, economic health and the regional development.
In this case the technological spillovers and the TIC play a significant role by the means of
various measurements or mode of adoption of new production methods.
Following the Ciccone's (1996) assumptions, we suppose that production function by unit of
surface i, is as follows:
α


βy
Yi  Qr . E .L  .Ki  r

 i i
 Ar 






λ

(I,3,1)

Yi is the added value of the region i ;
Ei is the labor efficiency in the region i;
Qr is a TFP indicator of all regional system ;
Yr and Ar are respectively the added value of the regional system (even a
country) and the system area (or country r).

The essential assumption of this model supposes a static technical progress which have'int a
regular growth rate in time and for each area.
The term

yr
is named in the NGE by the economic density writen as an average evaluated in
Ar

by Km2 added value.
The coefficient λ is a positive elasticity if the economic density affects positively the per unit
surface production.
Parameters  and  from (I,3,1) are elasticities.  et  Are the same in all regions. It is
noticed that the production function per area i is related to the economic density of the whole
system and not to the clean density of regions i.
We try to break up the space and geographical character of the production operation of
the regional system R by giving to the production function a space characteristic. We call
regional system a state member of a perfectly integrated zone. In a regional system, the
factors of production (mainly labor of an intensive sector in knowledge) circulate freely and
without constraints.
This aggregation is necessary in this development insofar as, we can thank to detect the effect
of the spatial variable on the economic operations. This effect which slowly absent or ignored
affects the regional growth by the intermediary of the productivities of production's factors,
especially the factor work which is strongly mobile.
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The per region (i) production function shows particular regional characteristics. Labor
productivity is a distinctive characteristic of the units of surfaces. To pass to a production
function of more raised scale, country or governorate (all depends on the geographical
framework used) is simple. It is enough to multiply the per unit production function by the
surface of the local system (country r):
λ

α


β γ Y
Yr   Yi   A Y   Qr . E .L  K r Ar . r

A
i
 r i 
 r r

r
This
aggregation
is
done
under

(I,3,2)
the

assumption

bellow:

Lr  Ar Li , K  A K i and γ  1  α  β
r
r

We suppose that the total added value is the production of a whole companies regarded as a
rational agent. Consequently, we pass from the micro agent space, rational with another
producing agent, by simple aggregation while preserving the basic assumption of the rational
behavior of the aggregate producing agent.
If we suppose that the perfect competition exists between the various producing agents on a
space macro scale (between the macro-areas r). Consequently, the rule of maximization of
profit (the price of the output is standardized with the unit), gives the following results:


The marginal productivity of labor equal to the marginal cost of this factor which is
the wage;
The marginal productivity of the capital equalizes the marginal cost of this factor which is
the user cost of the capital noted C.
Optimization means that the pure and perfect space competition model supposes areas
which have the same sizes. Producers are atomic and do not influences (reduced sizes) price
market of a homogeneous good.
In the equilibrium situation (for the producing agent of an area), the last unit of work
employed brings back only its cost and the last unit of the capital factor employed brings back
only its user cost C. Formally, we can write the following equalities which illustrate the
theoretical approach of optimization or maximization of the aggregated profit incorporated in
the regional system.
β.Y
δ πr
0  Kr  r
C
δ Kr

πr and C indicate respectively the profit of the aggregate regional agent (of the

system or country r and the marginal cost of a unit of the capital. This last is supposed to be
constant whatever the country r.
The workforce of the system is in charge of a qualification or of an effectiveness connected to
a human capital acquired in the form of academic formation of hours of formation or a spacetime interaction. The effectiveness of work Ei is supposed in this model as being proportional
to the average Sr and of the years of studies carried out by the labor of the total system r
(indicating of the human capital).
We suppose in the following by η is the elasticity of the effectiveness of work (Er ) in the
system r compared to the indicator of human capital Sr. This elasticity calculated on the
aggregate level is constant in the various regional systems (all countries).
After analytical rearrangements, the aggregate production function is as follows:
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(I,3,3)
θ 1
1 β λ

The development of the equation (I,3,3) gives theoretical relations in the form of
equation to be in empirical production estimates according to the systems surfaces and labor.
Certain authors built models inspired from the equation (I, 3, 3) by regarding the labor
productivity as an endogenous variable whereas the density of labor and the economic density
are explanatory variables.
This type of estimate does not constitute a space approach of the labor productivity, insofar as
the empirical approach can be a-space. I.e., the sets of data of work density and the economic
density are time series of only one system that's its surface remains unchanged in time. By
integrating space dimension (i.e. to use data by localizations of the perfectly integrated areas),
the empirical approach requires measurements of spatial autocorrelation between variables in
the model represented in equation (I,3,4). This step of spatial econometrics implicitly implies
modes of coordination and interactions between various operators of a perfectly integrated
regional system.





Yr
β  β θ ηαθ  Lr 
 Qβ . C
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Lr
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 Yr 
 
(I,3,4)
 Ar 
Baptista (2003) supposes that the labor productivity and the economic density per unit of
surface (square kilometer) are dependent according to the equation (I, 3, 5). We suppose in
this equation that the economic density is constant in various systems r. The equation
estimated by the author is as follows:





θ L
 r
 Ar

α.θ


(I,3,5)


The last equation is estimated by the Babtisata (2003) by using American data by states. The
author interprets the labor productivity as being a geographical measurement dependent only
on one geographical variable which reflects the distribution of the labor in the states.
Yr
β β
 Qβ C
Ar

This attempt to integrate regional dimension hiding place in made an intrinsic
causality exerted by the space variable on the human behavior. Although, the areas surfaces
do not change in time, the space dimension of the model estimated by Baptista (2003) is
accentuated via the movements of labor between the various localizations. In absence of a
true space variable, this contributes to growth rates of the areas benefits from productive
labor. The work force immigrates and emigrates while benefiting from the interactions in the
form of a ball of snow. The workmen of a unit of surface profit from the movements and
improve their capacities to produce. Same manner, the workmen profit from their
localizations through the interactions ensured by the NTIC while benefiting from the
capacities to produce of the close areas.
L
The effect of the per unit work distribution density in surface ( r ) or the product density
Ar

Y
( r ) on the regionalized productivity of the work factor hide other regional dimensions that
Ar

the analyses of the NGE expose in an explicit way, through various modes of coordination
between the individuals and the human capitals distributed in the space in a purely random
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and uniform way. The diffusions or the technological spillovers ensure space interaction
human behaviors as a producer of a final good, considered here as being an added value by
area.
Adoption of a new approach which is articulated on the role played by labor located in
a given area is an approach by the space-time interaction between various economic
operations. On another side, the analyses of endogenous growth offer a significant number of
continuous explanations of the changes in time and space of labor productivity through the
formation of a stock of human capital likely to reduce the variation of per capita GDP
between the perfectly similar areas. In the same way, the analyses of NGE ) enriched by
spatial tools and the assumptions of perfect zoning such as regards freedom movement of
work) show the existence of a remarkable space effect, on the labor productivity in various
integrated areas. The current economic analyses consider that the geography and space are
not neutral any more in the formation of richness of areas in interaction.

Space seen like surfaces in the higher model (equation (I,3,1)), does not show
sufficiently the importance of geographical dimension in the growth areas. Space must be
broken up in order to distinguish spaces according to their distinctive importance. Indeed, in
the aforementioned model, surfaces in km2 made abstraction of the deserts, the mountains or
the fertile surfaces.
a. Decomposition of the spatial variable
Given that work is supposed to be distributed in a uniform way in space, the detection
of space heterogeneity is impossible. From this idea, space dimension which directs the
behavior of work in its formation and its dependence rather requires a modification of the
work concentration in particular areas than in some other areas. This resulted in slackening
the assumption of constant outputs of scale and the pure and perfect competition in the private
final good sector.

Consequently, the term A1rα β γ from the equation (I,3,2) will be replaced by the term Brγ
(with γ 1 ) who is a measurement the by area work force concentration.
Another vision of the space heterogeneity of production consists in supposing that each area
(country) has its intrinsic specificities as regards expenditure in R&D. This heterogeneity
creates a difference in labor productivity between areas or countries partner or integrated in
the same zone.
Or, l’hypothèse d’hétérogénéité spatiale interrégionale n’apparaît pas significative aux
niveaux géographiques. La différence entre régions intégrées et relativement similaires réside
essentiellement au niveau de la différence régionale des progrès techniques, considéré comme
caractéristique locale agissant ainsi sur le comportement des facteurs de productions,
essentiellement le travail.
In an attempt at modeling, we presents a per unit production function of one surface which
translates a space connection of labor productivity while supposing an increasing return to
scales.
II. Spatial Labor productivity is the rise of coordination mode
We note several studies related to the endogenous growth use a production function
which integrates the stock of per unit human capital of surface as being an input. This last
9
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creates growth while improving that of the primary education factors. The human capital of a
site is regarded as other intermediate goods, consumed by the productive enterprises of a final
good.
We adopt in the first step the P Romer (1986) approach and we consider the per unit surface
production function is bellow:


1 
Y t   K t  H t  At Lt 
(II,1)
Variables K L and H represent the inputs per unit of surface. Variable AL represents work per
unit of efficiency in the site or the localization considered. Parameters  and  respectively
represent the elasticity of the output compared to the physical and human capital.
In the model of perfect competition, the factors of production are remunerated by their
marginal productivities. The factors A and L believe according to growth rates "exogenous" n
and g..
Technology is supposed to be uniform for all the areas of the perfectly integrated system.
The growth rate is generally differed between areas.
To recall the evolution of the per unit surface production, of the physical and human capital in
economy, we define variables per units of efficiency:
y

Y
A.L

,k 

K
A.L

, and h 

H
A.L

If it is supposed that the fractions of income invested in the physical and human capital, sk and

sh , the economy by area evolves according to following differential equations:
kt   s k yt   n  g   k t 
ht sh yt ng  ht 

(II,2)
(II,3)

 is the depreciation rate of the physical and human capital. If the returns to scale are
decreasing     1 , each area converges towards its steady state.
I.e., if the growth rate of the primary education factors in each area is equal to 0 in the long
run. Then, stocks of physical and human capital per unit of efficiency as well as the labor
productivity, in a steady state will be as follows:
1

 s1  s  1  
k* k h 
 n g  

 s s1
k h
h*
 n g    


(II,4)
1

1  




(II,5)

Labor productivity (Y/L) is given by :



1


1  
sk sh
Y  A0.e gt 

(II.6)
 n g     
L


Labor productivity is the engine of the regional interactions and the corrections between
areas, under the principle of Spillover
*
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To study the phenomenon of space convergence or geographical correction of labor
productivity, we use the equation (II,8) which translates an econometric model. Individuals in
this model are the areas. Space dependence in this model is expressed by the phenomenon of
space interaction of explanatory variables such as productivities of the areas close (to the area
considered) and by spatialization of the error term.
It is supposed that the labor productivity of the interdependent areas are spatially
dependent according to various orders on adjacency or interaction. We suppose just as the
space bonds between integrated areas contribute to the conditional convergence of the space
units towards specific stationary states to each site. The exogenous variables of model can be
seen as being observations delayed in space. Orders of space dependences are illustrated
through the various weights matrices, specific to each delay.
Given the space nomenclature of a regional system, the endogenous variable which connects
the interactions between various labor productivity from various areas, is:
y (t ) 
ln
.
y
 (0 ) 
The delayed spatialized exogenous variables are: lnsk , lnn g δ  et ln y(0) . This empirical
specification reflects the concept of  convergence a-spatial studied an endogenous growth
approaches.
The model is bellow:
(II,9)
y1W1 y...sWs yX  1 W1  .... pWp 
Wi is the matrix of space dependence standardized for the ith contiguity. To pass from an area
to another i, we must cross at maximum the borders of i-1 areas.
To standardize the step, we consider only one matrix of space dependence which seized the
1. Increasing return to scale, proximity of contiguity ant steady state
The majority of the space economic surveys consider a production function with partially
substitutable factors. This assumption hiding places behind it another significant assumption,
checked by the operations of immigrations of the productive forces between areas. This
assumption is checked by the space-time character of the production function. Production
function of an area is given in time and measures the production per unit of surface, according
to the quantities of the factors of the aforementioned unit. Production in an area profits from
the capital of whole system. We suppose the absence of externalities effects, related to the
physical stock of capital in the close areas, on the production behavior of a particular area.
The per unit surface production function is as follows:

Q  A0 e t K  L
(II,1,1)

 is the growth rate of per unit surface (TFP),  and  are parameter of the return to scale
and L the employment level. Coefficient  and  are elasticities of the production per unit
surface of the corresponding factor. Elasticities are supposed the same ones in the various
areas of the perfectly integrated system.
By employing the logarithm on the preceding equation and by applying the total differential
on the left and on the right of the equation of labor productivity (

Q
),there will be a relation
L

which connects the labor productivity growth rate p at the growth rate of the per capita
capital per unit surface k and the per capita growth rate q :
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p

  1


q k




(II,1,2)

If we suppose that the capital per capita growth rate is equal to the product per unit surface
   1
q 



p  

growth rate, then q  k :
(II,1,3)

Equation (II,1,3) is an empirical relation insofar as is a random term which follows a known
distribution law.
If we suppose that : k   .q , equation (II,1,2) check an increasing output of scale implicitly if
the term m1 is equal to :
m1 

 .    1

 0 and m0  .



In this case, transformation of the equation (II,1,3) gives the following relation:
p  m  m q 
0
1

(II,1,4)

p and q are respectively the output and labor productivity or the income growth rate of this
area.
m1 is a coefficient which represents the economy of scale. Indeed, if the value of coefficient
m1 is equal to 0,5, an increase by 1% of output implies an increase in the labor productivity of
0,5 % because of the saving effort of the workmen. It is the case of increase return to scale.
Workmen per unit of surface have the capacity to double the production whereas the acquired
effort of 0,5% optimal remainder.
Equation (II,1,4) clearly does not show a per unit of surface labor productivity as being an
endogenous variable equipped with certain space characteristics such as the distribution of
labor, working qualification, clean experiment and the space proximity. Consequently, it will
be operational to explain the growth of the TFP by space factors which influence the labor
productivity.
With this intention, we develop a model in order to explain the growth of TFP by the effect of
the space variables and the effect of vicinity which influence dependence between areas. It is
supposed that between the integrated areas where the movements of production factors and
the products are free, there is a technology transfer from an area to another which is generally,
according to our assumptions, explained by:

 
 
 

The effect of vicinity;
Acquisition of new technologies;
Growth of the human capital.

The endogenous growth stresses the role of TFP in the explanation of the growth. So the
term is clarified  while giving him a space dimension which generates the interactions
between differently localized productive forces in a particular regional system.
Coefficient  determine the labor productivity growth of an area according to the localization
of this area in whole regional space.
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2. Amelioration of labor productivity by the spatial TFP
Modern growth theory started to make the distinction between the production factors,
such as work, capital and total productivity (TFP). Initially it was considered that the total
productivity was drawn by an exogenous technological change. However, by preoccupation
with coherence these "exogenous" models were to postulate that the technological shocks
were absorbed quickly by all the firms. However, actually, gain of productivity is obtained
only gradually by a process of training since the new knowledge is diffused slowly.
To understand these mechanisms of the growth process, we must revisit the original trilogy of
Schumpeter against innovation and the diffusion:
- The invention refers to a progress of the technical training;
- The innovation is a cumulative process which converts this knowledge into marketable
products and methods;
- The diffusion is a sequential process which encourages the use of these new products
and these new methods throughout an integrated regional system;
This approach of the innovation phenomenon lays the stress not only on the production of
knowing but also on its development, its application and its diffusion. Exogenous growth
models, which insisted on a fast adjustment with the technological shocks, were not very
convincing in their explanation of the role of the technological change in growth.
To exceed these problems, the theorists of the " new growth and the new geographical
economies " tried to make endogenous technological progress, while more binding it to the
decisions of investment in adjustment of space and development of competences, through the
interactions between the productive forces.
Models of the new growth and the new geographical economies insist on the effects of space
drive of the R & D and the technical training. In these models, stock of knowledge by
coordination is interpreted like a no competing factor. It is a free good resulting from
freedom of movement of the productive forces. The stock of knowledge is a good which
generates increasing profits. This model differs from the approach of the neutrality of space
because it identifies a "third factor" which is not prone to decreasing returns. It reaches that
point while being focused on the regional expenditure of technical progress of the integrated
areas and the local efforts as regards research and development, which lead to "innovations ".
Initially, the "endogenous" models correspond better so that we note for the innovation
process. In particular, the evolution tendency in time and space of the new techniques
diffusion shows that the new systems of production, acquired by worker in the form of a
positive drive effect are comparable only gradually by the companies. Conclusion of this new
growth theory is that the accumulation of knowledge and the phenomena of innovation which
result from the regional interactions and research agglomeration effects can increase in a
permanent way the economic growth rate of a given area.
Regional policies can, either to seek to increase the stock of knowledge by the means
of the therapeutic community investments or to improve the interactions and the exchanges of
knowledge by encouraging the technology transfers and the speed of diffusion. Although,
community expenditure related to the developments of an area or a whole of areas is
significant, they represent only one small part of the innovation process and the most effective
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policy of the intervention at the regional level. Efficient regional policies consists to
encourage innovation and to improve the diffusion rate of the technology transfers.
Capacity and exchange of information between companies whatever their localizations shows
that the productive forces interact in the productive system in form of the networks
interactions.
The principal contribution of the networks is to help to exploit the external economies and the
other positive externalities by encouraging the vertical and horizontal relations between the
independent firms. These bonds of reciprocity and co-operation facilitate the division of the
risk and encourage the joint products and the development.
Company’s participation in networks increased at the same time as increases the
complexity of the systems of production. Regional networks give a little rigidity or stability
to the relations inter companies and factors of production and allow the engagement of
common investments by independent firms, which would not have occurred differently.
Owing to the fact that in the absence of a bond of co-operation, the new highly specialized
investments will be too risky. The introduction of the network activity changes considerably
the analysis of the innovation process. It is not relevant any more to see the innovations as on
the basis of companies isolated with great investments in innovation. On the contrary, we
must regard them as a complex process of flow of knowledge which is strongly influenced by
the dynamic of the regional networks. Success of the setting in network is strongly based on
the idea that the companies learn more from the other companies in various countries of an
integrated zone. The training interactive inter undertaken is thus the key element of the
innovation and diffusion processes.
Development of local productive systems constitutes another significant shutter of a
successful regional strategy. Geographical concentrations of companies, specialized suppliers
and service firms in the concerned sectors offer to the firms the advisability of developing
their comparative advantages, but also of exploiting the benefit of the co-operation. While
gathering, they are able to benefit either from request factors related to their localization or of
an offer of qualified labor. On this basis, it is enough easy for a company integrated well to
start very small but to grow quickly within a network while drawing left opportunities from
subcontracting. These categories of company are strongly mobile in space "without border ".
It draws advantage while agglomerating with its environment and while benefiting from the
movement of the productive forces, the external economies and the technological
externalities.
Highlighted by Marshall since 1906, technological externalities find an echo growing
in the contemporary economic analyses. They are proposed in the comprehension of the
space concentration phenomena (Krugman (1991), Arthur (1986)). They also play a decisive
role in the explanation of dynamic growth suggested by endogenous growth theories. With
the concept of externality, the idea with a geographical limitation of these effects of overflow
is often associated. In the geographical Economy models, local character of the externalities
and the intrinsic effects which lead to the space concentration of economic activities, while
benefiting from externalities and agglomeration forces. In a more implicit way, endogenous
growth theories suppose essentially that the externalities are geographically limited with less
inside the national or regional borders for stylized facts. Consequently, attempts at empirical
validation such localized phenomena of overflow have made significant great strides for
several years. This work seeks using econometric tools nourished by brought up to date
statistical approaches of certain author like Clief, Ord (1981) and others to test the local
dimension of the externalities resulting from innovating activities. The essence of this work
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concerns the American case and reveals a relatively clear tendency to the localization of the
spillovers. However, we can think that this local dimension is strongly related to the
American institutional system. Moreover, these econometric studies encounter difficulties of
modeling of the externalities and their geographical dimension. They can be gathered in four
great types of approach:
The use of the quotations of patents as markers of the spillovers
The study of the innovation concentration, measurement of geographical
coincidence;
The taking into account of the local interactions.
Only the last approach offers a true modeling of the externalities. In this direction, it can
appear preferable. However, it presents the disadvantage of postulating space dimension.
Thus, efforts of taking into account of the space aspect are done with the detriment of a
precise measurement of the spillovers which leads towards the formation of a space effect on
the labor productivity. Conversely, work which is based on a modeling of the externalities
does not make it possible to show the space dimension of the factor productivity.
In the model which we propose takes a starting point studies as a space dependence of
the coordination modes by multiples tools suggested previously in the preceding sections.
TFP growth rate represents a space variable related to the worker behaviors in space. Like
that we presented previously, the economies of scale are behavioral sources of saving of
capacity. Consequently, the improvement of TFP including the factors work is related to the
growth rate of productivity of these factors in an area. In short, TFP growth rate of an area
seems definitely related positively to the labor productivity growth rate of these areas.
In addition, the phenomenon of space diffusion of behavior and the modes of coordination
shows the existence of a space adjacency between productive forces. Heterogeneity of labor
productivity in various integrated areas built the effect of vicinity where the productivities of
the contiguous areas will be inter-connected.
   *  . p   .W . p
Wi. j 

(II,2,1)

Q Q
i j
d

(II,2,2)

d

i.0 j.0

Qi and Q j are the income in Euro at constant prices of the respective areas, i and j, at a given
date.
W is the weight matrix or of vicinity it is known as matrix of the interregional interaction.
We notice that Q  PL .
The term P indicates the average productivity of work per unit of surface.
To normalize the matrix W, it is enough to divide each wi. j by the sum compared to the
column of line i : w*ij 

wij
 wij
j

Matrix W* is not symmetrical as in the case of the binary matrix seen previously.
We note by Q  PL .
 * is a parameter which summarizes the technical progress growth at the regional level .
This parameter is identical to each area. It depends on the initial characteristics of the areas.
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These last are generally the particular regional characteristics which determine the activity of
innovation extent at the local level. It is about the initial level of technology noted G and the
level of the human capital s. As the level of the technology of the area is low, region will be
ready to adopt new technologies:
 *   .G   .s   0

and Gi 
p *i

(II,2,3)

p*  pi
 1  ap :a  0:start  of  period
i
p*

is the labor productivity of the leader area (better productivity);

pi is the labor productivity of area i;

G indicates the variation of labor productivity between the leader area and a given area.
The parameter is an indicator of human capital of an area, it is a function of the localization of
area i per contribution with the whole regional system.
From this point of view, a technological indicator of proximity between the
departments is incorporated in the function (II,2,3). This indicator is adapted by Fingleton
(1999).
The vectors of technological position of the departments (areas) are made up using the
variable s.
The technological proximity indicator (s) measure then the "resemblance" enters the
technological position of a given department and the technological position of its neighbors,
according to whether this area can be rural or urban. We indicate this regional characteristic
by variable which takes value 1 if the area is urban, 0 if not.
In the same way, it is supposed that the labor qualification or the human capital of an
area is a function of the distance which separates an area and the center from the whole
regional system (l). This center is regarded as the leader area. We explained in this model the
human capital by space variables dependent on the localizations of the areas in the regional
system and compared to the economic center of this system.
From where the function:
s  .l .u  0 0

(II,2,4)
By introducing the equations (II,2,3) in (II,2,4) and the latter in (II,2,1) we will have the
following equation:
E : p  .W. p  b0  b1.l  b2 .u  b3.G  b4q  

(II,2,5)

Equation E is a dynamic equation. Indeed, it is an interaction function between areas of
space. I.e., E is dynamic because it is related to W.
It is noticed that when the areas incomes change, the matrix of adjacency varies. The
question essential is when this matrix will be stable?
This stability is interpreted like the realization of a stationary state.
However, the labor productivity in the remote areas from the center will be they similar to
those of the area leader? According to what the interaction does accelerate?
To answer all these interrogations we must first of all use econometric tools adequate to
consider E all being based on regional data for a determine date. We will estimate thereafter
the coefficients of E each time when the incomes change.
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III. Empirical approach of the spatial dynamics
The data which we use to evaluate the macro space dynamics of the productive
behaviors are diversified. We use the data base published by EUROSTAT REGIO into 2000
and the World Bank data, published in 2000. The regional nomenclature in this work is that
NUTS 2, increased by 6 areas for purely statistical ends. We start initially by building
regional series of variables of the equation (E).
1. Estimation of the model (S)
The estimated model is represented by system of the following simultaneous equations
(S). Estimate of the parameters of system (S) is done for each year going from 1976 to 1998.
With each, year we build a space econometric development with regional interaction seen by
interregional weights matrices. Interaction matrices rest on the assumption that the economic
operations build the weights areas and the interactions. Using of regional incomes in
calculations of the elements wij represent a manner of an endogenous regional interactions.
Regional interaction type rests on optics of gravitational field. Each time, the distance
from the areas compared to an economic center (area leader or Luxembourg) increases, the
interregional weights decrease.
Spatial character of modeling brought to use the elements of space econometrics. Indeed,
spatial literature chows that under endogenous weight matrix, there autocorrelation between
residues in a spatial mode and between European regional incomes. By descriptive indicators
we can in another Work demonstrate easily that endogenous regional interactions in Europe
form clubs of convergence.
In this model, all the equations are over identifiable. Consequently, estimating method is
generalized moment of moments (GMM).
The choice of the instruments in the equations model must be robust according to and
be proven by a statistical test. The test used is J-statistic which justifies the choice of
instruments while referring to the orthogonality between instruments and estimators.
The selection instruments criterion, according to the test of J_statistique requires a high
probability to accept the H0 othogonality assumption.
In the following table, we present the estimating coefficients of the space model (S) in
following:
p  .W . p  b0  b .l  b2 .u  b3 .G  b4 q  
1

G  b6  b5 p

(S)

Tableau 1: estimating space model with simultaneous equations

̂

b1

b3

b4

b5

b6

1977(GMM)

46,37888

-3,30E-07

-1,022586

0,012626

1,012146

1,000000

1978(GMM)

40,70351

2,43E-07**

-1,042980**

0,024972

1,012146

1,000000

1979(GMM)

35,74281

6,26E-07**

-1,027069

0,055598**

1,012146

1,000000

1980(GMM)

79,05855

1,21E-06

-1,069197

0,127932

1,012146

1,000000

1981(GMM)

-15,53797

-2,05E-06

0,006080**

0,899075

1,01214

1,0000

Year
1976
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1982 (3sls)

13,75253

1,89E-07**

-0,155729

0,774097

1,012146

1,000000

1983(GMM)

177,4543

2,91E-06

-1,195619

0,049071**

1,012146

1,000000

1984(GMM)

41,27069

-2,07E-07**

-1,014822

-0,00866**

1,012146

1,000000

1985(GMM)

31,96620

2,07E-07**

-1,065417

-0,040865

1,012146

1,000000

1986(GMM)

42,75026

-4,30E-07

-1,096812

-0,01874**

1,012146

1,000000

1987(GMM)

63,17814

1,14E-06

-1,097189

0,015051**

1,012146

1,000000

1988(GMM)

39,96286

9,60E-07

-0,993863

0,085487

1,012146

1,000000

1989(3sls)

0,489419

3,08E-06

-0,987985

0,023557**

1,012146

1,000000

1990(GMM)

37,92498

4,21E-07

-1,137982

-0,072566

1,012146

1,000000

1991(MCO)

57,34329

-6,20E-07**

-1,066316

0,163792

1,012146

1,000000

1992 (GMM)

0,521340**

-3,70E-07**

-0,008630

1,079488

1,012146

1,000000

1993(GMM)

142,1787

7,05E-06

-1,353815

0,230477

1,012146

1,000000

1994(GMM)

58,55525

1,16E-06

1,16E-06

0,166491

1,012146

1,000000

1995(GMM)

5,674872

1,23E-06

-0,992875

0,036330**

1,012146

1,000000

1996(GMM)

-35,30919

1,91E-06

-0,948490

0,054471

1,012146

1,000000

1997(GMM)

44,56648

2,69E-07

-1,027437

0,048501

1,012146

1,000000

1998(GMM)

41,30049

-4,27E-07

-1,026380

0,010571**

1,012146

1,000000

NB: values with two stars represent estimators who are not statistically significant for a risk
of 5%.
Source: calculus of the author
The majority of the coefficients are statistically significant whatever the year.
Determination coefficients of each regression are sufficiently high. Estimate of each year is
overall significant while referring to the J-test statistics suggested by Davidson and
MacKinnon (1993). Statistics J-test follow Chi two to 7 degrees of freedom, it tests the best
alternative of instruments used in each regression. In this model, instruments choice is
optimal and gives a high probability except for the years 1978, 1993 and 1998.
Each coefficient of each variable of each year gives theoretical information, concerning the
effect of space interactions on the labor productivity in each area.
2. Interpretation of results
Coefficient which illustrates the space dependence between various areas of the European
system is  . The estimated values of this coefficient are statistically significant at each year
safe in certain years carrying of stars. The tendency  represent a remarkable dispersion,
whereas the values are in the majority positive.
High and positive values of the coefficient of space interaction  are marked by high
significativity. Negative Estimators of "intensity of the space interaction" (  ), are in 1981
and 1996. The estimated value of  in 1981 is not statistically significant therefore it does
not generate economic implications.
Series of space dependences between labor productivity growth rates in Europe are in
fact, series of space averages of interactions modes between the European working forces.
Series values do not have a raised variance for each year. This characteristic of the spatial
series (  Wp) is deduced to leave employment the matrices from the annual regional
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interactions which, depend on the economic masses measured at each year. Matrices which
provide the viable space ones are endogenous measurements of the space interaction.
These interactions act positively, in the majority of the years, on labor productivity of
European areas.
For example, value of spatial intensity (  ), in 1977 is  =46,37888 and stamps it interaction
space used in the empirical estimates integrates the determinants of the European areas in
forms of economic interactions. In this case average productivities of areas depend on the
averages of the labor productivity in various areas of the European system, plus an effect of
distance from the area compared to the European economic center (Luxembourg), plus an
effect allotted of development (or productivity) of the area compared to the labor productivity
of leader area and finally, plus an effect allotted to the growth of its added value. The labor
productivity of Brussels in 1977 is functions of the interregional weights which are decreasing
compared to the distance and crescents compared to the incomes areas. The following figure
illustrates the evolution of interactions between Brussels and the European areas in 1977:
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Interactions between labor productivities vary according to years because size of
Europe changes according to time, although we use the same areas during the 22 years of the
study.
We cannot consider all the areas as being units of the same system at each year because
Europe comprised 9 countries in 1973, 12 countries in 1986, 15 country in 1995 and finally
26 into 2004. This is why, the space effect of the regional influence reached its maximum
level in 1983 and 1993. Elasticities values of the labor productivity compared to the
neighbors activities in the remarkable years touch 155.
With regard to the distance from center effect on the labor productivities of the
areas, we notice that he is sometimes positive or negative but always weak effect. This
remark is essential insofar as the distance to interior of Europe does not influence the
productivities of the workmen in any area.
Cohesion policies and regional development in Europe do not depend on spaces but on the
behaviors of the factors of production in particular work. The objectives of the development
funds after its constitution will ensure an improvement of the labor productivities in certain
areas abstraction made of distances between the various areas.

With regard to the variable G, we notice that its coefficient (at each year) is
positive and statistically significant. This result is logical insofar as, if the variation of
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productivity between an area and the leader area increase, the growth rate of labor
productivity drops. Values taken by the coefficient b3 are close to the unit for the years 1976
and 1998. The remarkable values (too much weak) of this coefficient were carried out in
1983 and 1993.

Concerning the economies of scale, if the value of the coefficient b4 is positive
then we attend a screw and economy of scale. In this model, we notice that at each year there
are economies of scale in the European system except for 1976, 1989 and 1990, where
increasing returns to scales are decreasing. The maximum value of b4 can reach the vicinity
of the unit. Positive value of b4 (for example b4=0,5) means that if the added value growth
rate of an area increases by 100%, the growth rate of the labor productivity increases by 50%.
The increase in the labor productivity generates a growth more than proportional of the added
value growth. This observation filled assumptions of the new theories of international trade
(NTIT). While adding to the economies of scale, the free movements of the factors of
production, we answer in this case the conditions and the basic assumptions of the new
geographical economy (NEG).

Conclusion
Economic policy hose aim to develop areas whose income is lower than the
Community average is influenced by the national characteristics. Regional and national
contexts have needed to be discussed, analyzed and to be shared.
At the interior of the State, by distinguishing an area from the State, the interesting and
relevant problems which touch the regional ones are often ignored simply because the policy
is committed at the national level. This idea confirmed by the econometric approach explains
well that geographical characters exert effects of ousting on the wills of the economic policy.
However, it is necessary to analyze the broad consequences of the national and sub national
policies if we want to include "the hidden cost" of the national development policy for his
areas.
Can we admit an initial intra national deterioration of cohesion is essential if we want to
improve international cohesion?
This can be necessary for certain countries by taking account of the considerations and
the space characteristics of the areas. However, it is difficult "to engage" for an entire
country a virtuous circle of growth and convergence in the absence of an initial regional
policy. Community policy to the profit of a country, without drawing up exactly the
characteristics of all the areas of this country contributes to a deterioration of the Community
policy objectives. Actually, going beyond of the space data creates a risk of instability. A
territorial focus in the short run could open the diffusion prospects of the benefits from the
longer-term growth. However, in the integrated areas there is a real risk that the role of the
longer-term government in as well "as strategic organizer" is dominated by the requirement
of short term and the ignorance of the geographical characteristics. The domination reduces
the size of the administration and accentuates the budget deficits. If the role of the public
sector compared to the private sector, like that of the national level compared to the UE,
evolves in an antagonistic way then cohesion more chance has to degrade itself than to
improve.
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European policies with the profit of the cohesions countries and the local policies exerted by
the developed countries are generally try to return the variations of developments between
areas weak and answer the growth targets leveling.
Choices of the economic policies which mobilize transfers can, not to achieve the growth
targets by forgetting the concept of social integration ethics. Space and interdependences
between the labor productivities then exert positive effects on the productive behaviors on
regional growths, as we show the static space model of this paper. But, space effects of
coordination modes is dynamic and depend on time in order get benefit from space dynamics
in research from a leveling growth.
To take into account the dynamic aspect of the space interactions, economic choices propose
target growth of the areas in perfectly integrated system and the reductions of the regional
inequalities.
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